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Hiring Early Career Professionals with Kindness and Respect: A
Practical Approach for Library Diversity Residencies
Annie Bélanger, Scott Ayotte, and Sarah Beaubien
Introduction
In 2017, Grand Valley State University Libraries began developing a diversity
residency program. The Libraries wanted to go beyond a commitment to diversity and
inclusion. The Libraries wanted to move to an active practice of inclusion, equity and
accessibility. The early steps were to re-envision its hiring process in collaboration with
the Division of Inclusion & Equity, while crafting a partnership towards the diversity
residency program.
In critically examining the hiring and work lifecycle practice, we wondered if the
interview and onboarding process could be a kinder, more accessible, candidatefocused experience, meant to develop connections. We wanted our library values and
our core workplace principles1 to inform our hiring practices and the development of our
residency program. In combining these two goals, we want the residencies to be
learning and growth positions as well as the hiring process itself.
Ultimately, the authors (hereafter we) developed and documented a set of
inclusive recruitment and high-empathy hiring practices centered on the principles of
equity and accessibility. The practices were implemented as part of the diversity
residency hiring process, setting a foundation for a successful interview. We want to
support the candidates through the interview process so that we may gain an

1

GVSU Libraries Core Workplace Principles: 1. Ask how this benefits our users. 2. Take informed risks. 3. Support
an entrepreneurial culture. 4. Approach each other with empathy and respect.

understanding of their strengths and areas of growth, lowering the stakes on interview
skills. This approach was defined by the experiences and identities of the process
leads, who understood the challenges of the hiring process, the nerve-wracking anxiety
that comes from uncertainty in the process,2 and the need to improve the on-ramp to
the profession.
We worked to bring respect, empathy, kindness, transparency, and active
mindfulness to every stage of the hiring lifecycle.3 We made a commitment that the
hiring process would also serve as a learning process for applicants. We committed to
having compassion throughout the process,4 with the understanding that early career
applicants are often even more anxious than later career applicants.
The program launched in 2018 with two positions, with the Dean of Libraries
serving as the Coordinator. This intentional choice was to ensure a clear sense of
support for the Diversity Residents that would be the inaugural cohort. Ahead of the
start dates, the Libraries also hosted an internal series of workshops on interpersonal
skills, feedback conversations, and core workplace principles. These workshops and
exercises prepared the organization to better have honest, cognitively empathetic
conversation and dialogue. Combined with more than a third of colleagues trained as
Inclusion Advocates,5 the Libraries were prepared to have healthy, future-focused
residencies.

2

David B. Jones and James W. Pinkney, “An exploratory assessment of the sources of job‐interview anxiety in
college students,” Journal of College Student Development 30, no. 6 (1989): 553– 560.
3
Kristina Martic, “What is Full Life Cycle Recruiting?” TalentLyft (blog), last modified 2018,
https://www.talentlyft.com/en/resources/what-is-full-life-cycle-recruiting.
4
Jane E. Dutton, Kristina M. Workman, and Ashley E. Hardin, “Compassion at Work,” Annual Review of
Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior 1 (2014): 277-304.
5
The Grand Valley State University Inclusion Advocate (IA) program develops individuals to serve a specialized role
on search committees. The IA title requires continuing education on an annual basis, which is typically related to

Grand Valley State University’s program strengths rest primarily on the
hybridized approach, which provides a 60% in-depth commitment to one professional
area while supporting projects across the Libraries and with administration. It also
provides space for service, scholarship and training. In acknowledging the need to
improve, over the first year, we collaborated with the Diversity Residents to improve and
refine the program. This included increasingly defined roles and a new onboarding
approach as well as increasing mentoring support.

Preparing Your Culture
When embarking on the journey to inclusion, it is often dependent on having
achieved a high level of competency for change management. Change management is
defined as “the process, tools and techniques to manage the people side of change to
achieve its required business outcomes.”6 Utilizing the Prosci ADKAR® change
management model,7 change management encompasses two distinct but
interdependent perspectives, 1) the individual; and 2) the organizational. Managing the
individual perspective is the condition-precedent for a successful organizational
approach. Key elements of the individual perspective are individuals having the
awareness of the need for change, as well as the desire to participate in and support

hiring and inclusion topics. The IA is intended to facilitate dialogue around inclusive talent acquisition and ensure
that faculty and staff searches are conducted in an equitable manner. As an official member of the search
committee, the IA is expected to participate in all committee meetings and participate in the completion of
materials for final referral to the Appointing Officer or Dean. Support from the IA is intended to be an advisor for
inclusive talent acquisition, a facilitator of inclusive and equitable deliberation, and an objective voice
supplementing the search committee members. GVSU Inclusion Advocate Program:
https://www.gvsu.edu/affirmative/inclusion-advocates-program-33.htm
6
“What Is Change Management and How Does It Work?” Prosci Thought Leadership, accessed March 31, 2020,
https://www.prosci.com/resources/articles/the-what-why-and-how-of-change-management.
7
Prosci ADKAR model for change at: https://www.prosci.com/adkar: Awareness for the need for change; Desire to
support the change; Knowledge of how to change; Ability to demonstrate skills and behaviors; Reinforcement to
make the change stick.

the change. When thinking of shifting organizational cultures to embrace inclusion,
diversity, and equity, one of the greatest challenges is raising awareness while
simultaneously laying a foundation of empathy. There is no universal definition of what
constitutes an “inclusively equitable” culture; this is especially true when factoring in
diverse identities, values, and beliefs. Rather than focusing on building a culture that
individuals can conform to, an alternative approach is to facilitate finding a common
ground for which a culture can be built upon. The following narrative, from one of the
authors’ professional experiences, illustrates this.
As a business school professor, I was facilitating a class on leadership
development and organizational dynamics to a group of MBA students.
The topic of the day was fostering inclusion and diversity in an
organization and examining the leader’s role in it. I began the class with
an icebreaker activity to set the stage for the day’s discussion. I knew that
they would be discussing topics such as institutional discrimination,
affirmative action, unconscious bias, power and privilege, and equal
opportunity, and wanted to ensure the class had a common foundation to
build off of.
The name of the icebreaker activity was simply called, “Insider Outsider.”8
I had the class break into groups of 5 and then selected one individual
from each group to leave the room for a few minutes and await
instructions – these individuals were the designated “outsiders”. After the
8

Tyrone A. Holmes, “Building High Performance Work Teams in Diverse Organizations,” paper presented at 2015
State Conference Arizona Society for Human Resources Management, Phoenix, AZ, August 25, 2015,
http://www.drtyroneholmes.com/uploads/2/0/3/4/20346297/building_high_performance_work_teams_in_divers
e_organizations_-_az_shrm_-_2015.pdf.

five outsiders left, I told the individuals in the room they were the
“insiders”. They were instructed to socialize amongst their group
members. When the outsiders were to be brought in, the insiders were to
exclude them. Specifically, I instructed the insiders to pretend they were
invisible – this elicited some nervous laughter from the participants.
I stepped outside and spoke to the outsiders, telling them that they were to
return to their groups and engage with the other members to learn as
much about them as they possibly could. Their instructions were to
integrate themselves into the group and network. They would have 5
minutes, at which point they would report back. The outsiders had no
knowledge of the special instructions that were given to the other group
members. I brought the outsiders back into the room and announced that
the activity would begin.
As one can imagine, the next five minutes were uncomfortable, to say the
least. Initially, the insider groups were engaged in their group
conversations ignoring the attempts of the outsiders trying to interject in
conversation. After a few minutes of this, I could feel the stress level of the
room beginning to rise. Some of the outsiders gave up and sat in their
seats feeling deflated and defeated. Other outsiders began to speak with
their fellow outsiders to create small micro-communities of support.
After five painstaking minutes, I then announced the exercise was over
and instructed the class to return to their seats for a debriefing session.
The group was asked to share their reactions and impressions of the

exercise – specifically how it felt to be an insider or outsider. I asked if this
insider/outsider phenomenon manifests in the workplace – to which the
class had all agreed it does. They had shared examples of this occurring
when new employees are hired, especially those hailing from different
backgrounds and cultures than the majority.
The key takeaway here is that at some point in everyone’s lives, everyone has
felt like an outsider in some fashion – which gets to the point of the exercise. Diversity
and inclusion are rooted in the notion of those who are on the “inside” contrasted with
those who are on the “outside” and what systems may be at play to foster this notion. In
preparing a culture to foster inclusion, it’s vital to create a shared understanding that
resonates across identity, privilege, and culture. Inclusive cultures are vigilant in
identifying ways in which individuals may feel like “outsiders” and intentional about
dismantling these structures.
In its 2012 Diversity Standards: Cultural Competency for Academic Libraries,
ACRL acknowledges that moving from ignorance to awareness and then to positive
action is a learning process.9 Train those you have, hire only those with understanding
so that we can share and engage in the work of creating and maintaining inclusive
cultures.10 Preparing and sustaining an actively inclusive culture is critical for retention
beyond the point of hiring.

9

"Diversity Standards: Cultural Competency for Academic Libraries (2012)," American Library Association, May 4,
2012, http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/diversity.
10
Shannon Simpson, January 14, 2016 5:41pm, “comment on,” Jennifer Vopal, “Quest for Diversity in Library
Staffing: From Awareness to Action,” Into the Library with the Lead Pipe, January 13, 2014,
http://www.inthelibrarywiththeleadpipe.org/2016/quest-for-diversity/.

Getting Ready to Hire

Writing the Ad
Author and activist Sonya Parker wrote, “Almost everyone will make a good first
impression, but only a few will make a good lasting impression”. In a competitive and
tight labor market where employers vie for talent, the importance of talent attraction is
self-evident. How prospective employees perceive an organization is a determining
factor as to whether they will consider pursuing an opportunity there. The importance of
fostering and promoting inclusive workplaces rises exponentially when focusing on
attracting candidates from underrepresented communities.
Typically, the job description an organization posts will be the first point of
contact for candidates of all walks of life. According to a 2013 study 11 commissioned by
Ladders Research, job seekers spend an average of 49.2 seconds before deciding that
a job isn't right for them, and an average of 76.7 seconds if they feel the posting
matches their interest and skills. In the short time that the study's participants spent on
job postings, they were able to identify good fits at a rate of only 38%.
If a candidate spends less than a minute reviewing a job posting before they
decide it is not right for them, it is in an organization’s best interests to understand those
factors which contribute to that perception. While it is not practicable to implement
approaches that will account for and accommodate every individual from every culture,
the available demographic and psychographic data can be a useful tool in directing
strategies and tactics. Examining the aggregate job candidate trends contrasting
between male and female candidates, the data yields interesting findings. For example,

11

Ladders Staff, “Shedding Light on the Job Search,” Ladders, May 20, 2013, https://www.theladders.com/careeradvice/shedding-light-on-the-job-search.

while approximately 41.2% of male and female candidates research a company before
applying, female candidates are 16% less likely to apply for a position. 12
Employers wishing to be inclusive must make greater efforts that go beyond
conveying their commitments to diversity or including the requisite EEO boilerplate
language. Employers need to question how job candidates from vastly different cultural
backgrounds might view their organization. If an organization wishes to attract more
female candidates, the first question to ask is, “is it possible that our job postings and
websites may either directly or indirectly detract female professionals?”. The next step
would be to examine the data to see how these “detraction factors” typically manifest.
Gender bias, and other biases, most commonly manifest themselves in job
descriptions. Bias can be most specifically found in job titles, duties/responsibilities, and
qualifications.13 Looking at each of these components of a job ad, let’s outline where
bias can be explicit or implicit.
●

Job Titles:
o

Examine whether titles carry a gendered component such as, hacker,
rockstar, or those that contain the word “man” (e.g. policeman vs police
officer).

o

Question whether your job titles may contain cultural references that may
be interpreted as a pejorative. (e.g. “SEO Ninja”, “Data Priest”, “Marketing
Guru”).

12

Maria Ignatova, “New Report: Women Apply to Fewer Jobs Than Men, But Are More Likely to Get Hired,”
LinkedIn Talent Blog, March 5, 2019, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/diversity/2019/howwomen-find-jobs-gender-report.
13
Danielle Gaucher, Justin Friesen, and Aaron C. Kay, “Evidence That Gendered Wording in Job Advertisements
Exists and Sustains Gender Inequality,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 101, no. 1 (2011): 109–28.

●

Duties/Responsibilities:
o

Be mindful of pronoun usage when describing the position, opting for “you”
as opposed to defaulting to “he”. Furthermore, the gender neutral “you” or
“they/them” pronouns are more inclusive to gender non-conforming or
gender non-binary professionals.

o

Review duties and responsibilities to see if they contain traditionally
masculine or feminine verbs (e.g. Dominant vs Collaborative).

o

Ensuring that the inclusion of physical requirements is truly, absolutely
required (e.g. lifting 50 lbs., when lifting 10 lbs. would do).

●

Qualifications:
o

Qualifications essentially are the filters by which all of your applicants
must pass through to be considered for an interview. As such, this is
where issues with equity in the process typically arise.

o

Challenge each qualification by asking the following questions
▪

Does the qualification help us to determine what constitutes “top
talent”; if so how?

▪

Does the qualification establish the base level necessary for
success? Simply put, may an applicant still be successful if they do
not meet this qualification? (e.g. requisite years of experience)

▪

Can this qualification be objectively established or quantified?

▪

Is this qualification truly “required” or could this be considered a
non-“mission critical” preferred qualification?

Hiring Processes
Since the role of Diversity Residencies is to both retain and enhance the
competitiveness of the residents, we adopted a faculty interview process. This provides
them a complete interviewing experience. In creating the interview team, we follow the
same process as for tenure-track processes. As we prepare for the interview process,
typically through the search chair role, we:
●

Select the Interview Team
o

Selecting an Inclusion Advocate, who serves on behalf of the candidates
by:
▪

Providing an external viewpoint to search ads and position
requirements, with a focus on bias mindfulness

▪

Supporting questions and hiring agenda development with a lens
against bias

▪

Guiding search committee discussion to focus on inclusive
approaches and on the position requirements

▪

Redirecting questions to support the candidate during open
meetings

▪

Answering questions about the general area and university culture
as they are not part of the hiring department

▪

Attending all interview meetings, open presentation times, and
dinners if applicable

o

Ensuring that there is a representative from the home department
▪

For Diversity Residents, we also added the Coordinator

▪

If the supervisor is not on the team, ensuring one-on-one time as
part of the interview

▪

Consider who must be on the team as opposed to participating in
the onsite interview day through a different component, such as
lunch or a meet-and-greet

●

Draft the position ad and recruitment plan
o

Creating these through a collaborative process by the search chair and
the Inclusion Advocate. These documents are meant to help us attract the
broadest group of applicants

●

Define the process
o

Deciding what will be part of the application package, such as a cover
letter and CV
▪

Articulating if additional documentation may be needed, and why

o

Defining what components should be onsite versus pre-screen

o

Updating communication templates to ensure consistent and timely
communications with applicants

o

Developing an agenda with purpose statements. This prevents habits from
leading the search process. Additionally, adding components at the
discretion of the candidate
▪

Ensuring breaks are built in on a regular basis, with a room set
aside for alone-time and reflection. Additionally, include a variety of
snacks and water for the candidate

●

Draft questions

o

Developing question sets, include phone pre-screen and in-person. This
ensures that all required qualifications are screened for and no duplication
occurs

o

For each question, define a set of success criteria that outline the
concepts or components of a successful answer. These do not dictate a
precise answer, but rather ensure that the interview team has a shared
understanding of criteria

o

As appropriate, creating prompts for question follow-up by interview
committee

o
●

Ensuring time for the candidates to ask questions

Communicate with applicants
o

Communicating regularly about what is happening and what might happen
next

o

Providing a clear person to reach out to with questions

o

Sharing the questions with the candidate so they can be read as they are
asked

o

Providing tips and expectations for different components. For example,
linking to best practices for faculty presentations

The Libraries asks every candidate for all library positions, from entry-level
paraprofessional to leadership roles, at least one question about inclusion. Additionally,
we ask a question about our core workplace principles to ensure a clear articulation of
our expectations around baseline respect and cognitive empathy. To provide an insight
into our processes, we are sharing some sample questions:

●

What interests you about this position?
o

Success criteria: Curiosity, basic awareness of role and institutional
mission, self-awareness

●

What is your definition of inclusion? How do you practice inclusion in the
workplace?
o

Success criteria: Interest in diversity and inclusion, awareness of diversity
and inclusion, demonstration of empathy; ability to apply understanding of
diversity and inclusion

●

How can libraries demonstrate a commitment to equity and inclusion?
o

Success criteria: Awareness of libraries as social, political, etc.

Changes in Practices
In hoping to support all candidates for success, we focused on candidatecentered practices. A more candidate-centered approach also focuses the process on
skills needed to succeed in a position, rather than leaning on experience, which
inherently amplifies privilege and opportunities that applicants have had. We also hope
that this approach allows the candidates to discover more about us, the campus we
work within, and the surrounding areas. Additionally, we worked to reduce the need for
requesting accommodations, and therefore the need for individuals to have to selfidentify to be supported, while also inviting requests for accommodations.
The table below lays out the changes we have made to our practices. It identifies
practices we have experienced in our own interviews, an equivalent leading HR
practice, and how we have now changed our hiring approach.

Past Practices We
Have Experienced in
Higher Ed

Leading HR Practices

New GVSU Libraries
Approach

Not providing the
Providing questions in
Providing phone questions one
questions to candidates advance allow the
hour ahead; and in print for incandidate to be evaluated person interview
on their past performance
as opposed to their
interview presentation
skills14
Leading questions, long Define clear, open
preamble to a question, questions
multi-tiered questions
Be mindful of questions
and their focus
Ensure that the candidate
can do most of the
talking15

Use open ended questions,
removing leading words, such
as successful
Questions focus on listed
requirements, skills, and past
performance
All questions are asked of to
each candidate
Committee discusses how to
ask clarification questions

Unclear agenda for
interview day

Structured processes
foster positive candidate
experiences
Candidates who are
disqualified are more
likely to perceive fairness
in the process16

Include names and titles of
participants
Include purpose statement for
each component of the interview

All interview
components decided in
advance by search
committee

Showcase your company
culture by giving an office
tour and letting
candidates meet the

Leave one slot open for
candidate to select (e.g. social
justice center, tours, human
resources, benefits, student
meet and greet)

14

Lou Adler, “Give Candidates Interview Questions in Advance to Increase Accuracy,” LinkedIn Talent Blog,
February 24, 2015, https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/2015/02/give-candidates-interviewquestions-in-advance-to-increase-accuracy.
15
Human Resources, “Interview Guidelines,” UC Davis, Last modified April 23, 2018,
https://hr.ucdavis.edu/departments/recruitment/ucd/selection/interview-guidelines.
16
Will Ducey, “Why Structured Interviews Are the Best Way to Hire,” ERE Media, January 22, 2019,
https://www.ere.net/why-structured-interviews-are-the-best-way-to-hire/.

hiring manager and other
employees17

Only a brief
presentation topic is
provided

Providing criteria in
advance allows the
candidate to be prepared
in line with evaluation

Articulate the topic by including
related prompt questions that
candidate can consider
Link to tips on faculty
presentation and articulate highlevel expectations for the
presentation component;
Include the technology
available
Include the expected make-up
of audience

Few breaks provided

Presume knowledge of
commitment to
inclusion

17

Day-long interviews can
be stressful for
candidates
Offering candidates
refreshments and periods
of downtime will help
candidates feel at ease
and valued18

Include a quiet, alone space
break with snacks every 2
meetings throughout the day(s)
of interview

Emphasize your
company’s commitment
to diversity and
inclusion19

Include commitment in job
posting, in preparation
materials, seek need for
accommodations

Provide easy access to
refreshments and restrooms

Samantha McLaren, “Candidates Share 5 Things That Will Make Your Interview Process Stand Out,” LinkedIn
Talent Blog, October 17, 2017, https://www.linkedin.com/business/talent/blog/talent-acquisition/candidatesshare-what-will-make-interview-process-stand-out.
18
Matt Mickiewicz, “How Hosting Great Interviews Can Boost Your Recruitment Strategy,” FastCompany, October
22, 2015, https://www.fastcompany.com/3052495/how-hosting-great-interviews-can-boost-your-recruitmentstrategy.
19
Maxwell Huppert, “5 Must-Do’s for Writing Inclusive Job Descriptions,” LinkedIn Talent Blog, April 9, 2018,
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/job-descriptions/2018/5-must-dos-for-writing-inclusive-jobdescriptions.

Presume culture will be
self-evident

Talk about what matters
most to candidates –
especially the role
responsibilities20

Include core workplace
principles and related
expectations
Prepare faculty and staff to
support a candidate-focused
experience

Dinner as part of the
interview assessment
process

Ensure candidates are
queried as to any dietary
restrictions or food
allergies to ensure an
inclusive experience

In confirming the interview day,
provide URL to the restaurant
menu, expected dress code of
interviewers, and license plate
of driver to dinner
The evening before the
interview day, provide low-key,
small dinner to ensure
candidate is more comfortable,
can ask clarifying questions
about the process, and can ask
about the area

Open meeting without a
defined purpose, such
as a staff-wide coffee
break for an entry level
position, and no
assigned moderator

Interviews without
Open meetings are broken up
structure can increase
into smaller meetings that foster
apprehension and anxiety deeper dialogue
For each meeting slot, there is a
Provide an agenda uptargeted purpose and a
front and a point of
moderator. For example, small
contact assigned
lunch group made up of close
cross-departmental
collaborators

Open feedback from
members of the
organization interacting
with candidates

Structured feedback
relating to the position
has a greater value-add
for professional
development and
continuous improvement
purposes

Feedback is based on the
position requirements
Provide feedback sheets for the
presentation (what is heard;
what is seen)

Low-level of
communication with
candidates: infrequent

Exceptional candidate
experiences are
dependent on

Detailed communications that
include the status of the search
and explain possible next steps

20

McLaren, “Candidates Share 5 Things.”

or brief throughout the
hiring process

communication and
status updates
throughout the process

No feedback to
candidate postinterview

Be conscious that a
candidate may be
interviewing with other
institutions - as such, it is
best to notify candidates
as soon as possible

Offer opportunity for feedback
conversation with a focus on
strengths and areas of growth
for a future competition. Ensure
feedback is strengths-based
and avoid why a specific
candidate was not selected
Particular focus should be for all
phone-screened and on-campus
interviewees

Not letting non-selected
candidate know as
soon as possible (e.g.
keeping Nos in the
pool)

Responding to
candidates as soon as
possible with updates
allows candidates to
remain engaged and
informed21

At each stage of selection,
candidates are notified as
quickly as possible
Maybes are contacted to advise
them that they remain in the
pool and that the search
continues to be in process

Table 1: Changes Made to Hiring Practices

Supporting After Arrival
A positive onboarding experience can support the retention and success of new
hires, and helps create a sense of belonging in an organization. 22 We developed a
robust onboarding process for all faculty and staff, informed with input from recent hires.
The onboarding process is expected to be largely completed in the first three months.
One centralized onboarding process is now used for consistency across departments
and employment classes. Some of our goals in the onboarding process include:

21

Sharlyn Lauby, “Four Ways to Improve the Candidate Experience,” Society for Human Resource Management,
April 11, 2018, https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/four-ways-toimprove-the-candidate-experience.aspx.
22
“Why the Onboarding Experience Is Key for Retention,” Gallup, accessed March 30, 2020,
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/235121/why-onboarding-experience-key-retention.aspx.

learning organizational values and mission; becoming acquainted with the
organization’s structure, departments, and personnel; exploring areas outside the new
employee’s department.
For Diversity Residents, there is an additional guide (e.g. Library 101) that adds
content specific to their role. This guide includes how to track vacation time, guidance
on participating in faculty governance, and other expectations for their role. This guide is
a living document, which is maintained by the Coordinator, Libraries Business
Administrator, and at least one Diversity Resident.
For Diversity Residents, the Coordinator serves as an internal mentor throughout
their residency, which is in addition to the campus-provided mentor in their second year.
The Coordinator is a trained Inclusion Advocate and a Library Faculty Member. The
mentor focuses their support on developing a research agenda development,
considering service opportunities, exploring various library roles, and navigating the
internal and professional culture.
All Diversity Residents share one mentor. Sharing a mentor allows the Diversity
Residents to create a cohort approach even if they are in different departments. The
Coordinator arranges for several meetings over the course of a semester. They
alternate between meeting all together and one-on-one with the Coordinator on a
monthly basis. They meet individually with their Department Head and the Coordinator
once a semester. Additionally, they meet as a larger group with the Dean at least once
a semester.
The Diversity Residents are each provided with one constant supervisor, which is
tied to their respective home department assignment. Like tenure-track faculty

members, Diversity Residents report to a Department Head or Administrator, who also
hold faculty status. The Libraries require that all Department Heads and Administrators
go through Inclusion Advocate training on a yearly basis.

Reflecting on Our Experience
From an organizational perspective, we have observed several benefits to the
changes made in our hiring and onboarding practices. Anecdotally, we are seeing an
increase in the overall diversity of our interview pools and successful hires. In particular,
we have seen an increase in candidates being comfortable to self-disclose identities or
needs as part of the interview process or onboarding. This has been observed either as
a request for an accommodation or to thank the committee for providing an inclusive
solution without the request for accommodation.
We recognize that efforts in making systemic changes require persistence,
openness to feedback, and continual improvement, so we are encouraged by the
current trends and hopeful that this pattern continues. Fortunately, we have received
feedback from recent successful hires and non-selected candidates that our process
was supportive and affirming. Several comments have mentioned the transparency and
communication, especially in the interview process, as supportive of their professional
growth.
As leaders in the search and hiring process in the organization, we have also
reflected on how our organization has risen to the challenge of improving the hiring
process. We have observed that feedback collected from members of the organization
about candidates is more focused on the job qualifications and less on overall
impressions of the candidate. By asking search committees to list strengths and growth
areas for each finalist rather than ranking them, we are also seeing active bias

mindfulness and an increasing awareness of hiring for likelihood of success rather than
a tendency to hire based on experience.

Reflections on ACRL Diversity Alliance Residents’ Experience at GVSU
We have gathered feedback, formally and informally, from our ACRL Diversity
Alliance residents and from throughout the organization on the efforts to improve the
inclusivity of our hiring and onboarding processes. Responses have been generally
quite positive, from recent hires and more experienced members of the organization.
When asked about how the interview process supported their experience as a
candidate, one recently hired resident librarian shared, “I really appreciated having the
questions for the phone interview sent an hour ahead of the interview. Having these in
front of me beforehand allowed me to be the best possible version of myself.” 23
Similarly, we heard from another resident librarian, “Having the interview questions (for
phone interview, presentation topic, and search committee in-person interview) early
helped with nerves.”24 A third resident commented that they felt supported by “...clear,
proactive communication about interview logistics and the interview schedule annotated
with objectives of each meeting.”25 In response to a question about which components
of the interview process were helpful, a resident librarian stated, “The timeline I was
given for a post-interview decision was very helpful. Academic positions tend to be
drawn out over months. Having a 2[-]3 week[s] turnaround was great. I also like that we
were given an office space during the interview to decompress between all of the
meetings.”26 An experienced colleague who recently participated in a search committee
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Anonymous Diversity Resident Librarian A, internal survey response, March 2020.
Anonymous Diversity Resident Librarian B, internal survey response, April 2020.
Anonymous Diversity Resident Librarian C, internal survey response, March 2020.
Anonymous Diversity Resident Librarian D, internal survey response, April 2020.

reached out to share that they appreciated the efforts taken to enhance inclusivity, and
mentioned that it was a refreshing approach that aligns with our stated values.
Comments shared by recently hired residents point to the fact that details matter
in the hiring process and can make the difference in how one views the organization
and how supported the candidate feels throughout the process. While it’s important to
acknowledge the improvements made to our hiring and onboarding, it is equally critical
to continually evaluate our processes and make iterative improvements where possible.
In seeking feedback from recent hires, we learned that some would appreciate a clearer
purpose for the onboarding meetings they participate in shortly after their arrival.
Another mentioned that providing details, such as the fact that the moving expense
allowance is taxed would have helped them plan better. Feedback such as these very
specific comments can help us better understand and respond to the perspectives of
candidates and recent hires.

Conclusion
Diversity Residencies are meant to affect the retention of new underrepresented
graduates. The burden of the work to change the profession or a library in regards to
inclusion and diversity must not rest with the diversity residents. The burden rests with
the leaders of an organization as well as each member of the organization. Inclusion
efforts can be amplified or undermined in the daily acts of colleagues. Everyone in the
culture can be proficient to speak to race, ability, and inclusion; becoming a part of the
profession’s active fight for equity, as active participants, champions, and
compassionate colleagues.
Diversity residencies are a short-term fix to a long-term concern in the
profession. In creating diversity residencies, leaders and organizations need to be

conscious and prepared so as not to unintentionally harm residents. Creating a diversity
residency as the checkmark to being a diverse organization inherently burdens the
resident by superficially centering the work of diversity on them. Creating an inclusive
hiring approach, which adds residencies as part of the process, will center the work on
the organization. Furthermore, working towards an active practice of inclusion in the
organization’s policies, process, and lived practices need to be core to a commitment to
diversity, making it an expectation of all members of the organization.
Moving forward, organizations need to consider all of their hiring and retention
practices as part of growing inclusive best practices throughout. Simply having a
diversity residency is not enough to change the demographic reality and lived
experiences of our profession. It is vital that organizations advocate for change to more
professional practices in order to support the goal of shifting the demographics and to
becoming actively inclusive.
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